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[ABSTRACT] The amorphous GeSe (a-GeSe) is a good candidate for the OTS (Ovonic threshold switches) device. Understanding of electronic property and the related structural feature is crucial for the
designing and optimization of this material. The prerequisite to study the properties of amorphous materials is the identification of reliable atomic structures. To that end, we have developed realistic Density Functional
Theory-based structural models of a-GeSe without resorting experimental information or adjusted interatomic potential. A series of of GexSe1-x with an extended list of stoichiometry x=0.4, 0.5, 0.6 and dopants (Si,
S, As, P, Te) with various concentrations (1%, 3%, 5%,7%, 10%, 15%) has been generated with the melting-and-quenching method. The structural features, including the radial distribution function, the angle distribution
function, and the coordination number distributions have been calculated. The results show that there are Ge and Se clustering in Ge and Se -rich structures, respectively; the Ge-rich structures tend to have larger
coordination number, opposite to the Se-rich structures. The electronic property features, including the inverse partition ratio (IPR) and the Density of States (DOS) have been analysed, and we try to identify the
structural origin of these features. The mobility gap decreases with x, while in the x=0.6 samples, large numbers of in-gap localized states tend to form. The dopants behave similarly with their iso-valent hosting
ions with some delicate differences, of which the structural and electronic origin has been also explored. We show results for the a-GexSe1-x and the As doped structure in detail, and briefly present the main results for
other structures. These results will provide guide lines on the improvement of the memory switching performance of a-GeSe.

1) Amorphous generation: the melt and quench ptotocol
Initial structure

Generate initial structure with Markov Chain Monte Carlo (336 atoms)
& then atomic and cell relaxation

Melt
Quench 1
Quench 2
Quench 3

6 ps at 1200 K, SZ, NPT & 6ps at 1200K NPT
1200 K-800 K, 3ps in total, 1fs per step, τ_relax = 1000 fs, SZ, NPT
800 K-400 K, 3ps in total, 1fs per step, τ_relax = 750 fs, SZ, NPT
400 K-400 K, 3ps in total, 1fs per step, τ_relax = 750 fs, DZP, NPT

The Melt and quench protocol is a procedure to produce amorphous structures of materials by heating
the sample beyond the melting point, and then calling it down quickly, so that a glass forms. The cooling
has to be fast enough to avoid crystallization of the sample (the crystal is more stable).

(3) (a-Ge50Se50){1-x}Asx: the local order

2) The non-doped a-GeXSe1-X
We investigate the electronic and the structural features of the a-GexSe1-x, with x=0.4, x=0.5, x=0.6. We
quantify the degree of localization by computing the IPR.
q(E) the Mulliken (point) charge.
IPR measure of the inverse of the number of sites involved in the state with energy E. large IPR means
localized states; small IPR means delocalized states.

As dopant in the following stoichiometry (a- Ge50Se50)1-xAsx is an example that we have analyzed.
and the other dopants are studied with the same method. We show here the radial distribution
functions (RDF or g(r)) of (a- Ge50Se50)1-xAsx which give us insight about it structural features.

The Ge content determines whether or not the amorphous structure will be an insulator or a metal.

The RDF describes how
density varies as a function of
distance from a reference
atom.
As dopants does not change
the Ge-Ge, Ge-Se, Se-Se
RDF significantly.
a-Ge40Se60

Se-Se clustering

strongly localized state in gap. Larger
moblility gap

a-Ge50Se50

Weak Ge-Ge clustering clean gap

a−Ge60Se40

Ge-Geclustering

5) Others dopants

reduced mobility gap

4) (a-Ge50Se50){1-x}Asx: the electronic structure
We compute the .electronic structure and quantify the degree of localisation of the (aGe50Se50)1-xAsx .

In the table below we summarize some of the results (electronic and structural features)
obtained while studying the others dopants and others stoichiometries.
Dopant (Y) (a-Ge40Se60)1-xYx
(a-Ge50Se50)1-xYx
(a-Ge60Se40)1-xYx
As

S

Si

We observe few to no
localized in gap-states.
As dopant reduces the
electronic bandgap.
In gap states are more
likely to be near the
conduction band.

Conclusions
We have derived the protocol to generate realistic amorphous structure for non-volatile
memory devices and selectors without resorting any experimental information and
interatomic potential.

As behaves like Ge

As dopants does not change the The Ge-As RDF is
Ge-Ge, Ge-Se, Se-Se RDF
similar to the Ge-Se
RDF , the RDF Se-As is
Reduces the in-gap localized states. significantly.
similar to the Se-Se RDF.
Small mobility gap
As dopant reduces the
(possibly due to the Geelectronic bandgap.
rich structure.)
The Se-S RDF is similar to the Se- S behaves like Se when
S behaves like Se when
Se RDF.
interacting with Ge.
interacting with
Ge.
Opening of the band gap
The localized states are more likely Increasing S results in a
due to the reduced Ge-Ge
to be near the conduction band.
smaller electronic band gap
clustering.
Si behaves like Ge.
Si behaves similarly to Ge
The Ge-Ge RDF is
when interacting with Se.
similar to Ge-Si RDF.
The localized states are more likely Increasing the Si concentration Reduces the mobility gap
results in an electronic structure with doping concentration
to be near the conduction band
similar to a−Ge60Se40

P

P behaves like Ge?

P dopants does not change the
Ge-Ge, Ge-Se and the Se-Se
RDF significantly.
In-gap states are more likely to
be near the conduction band.

The Ge-P RDF is similar
to the Ge-Se RDF?
The Se-P RDF similar to
the Se-Se RDF ?

Te

The RDF of Se-Te is similar to the
Se-Se?

The Ge-Te RDF is similar to
Te behaves like Se when
the Ge-Se RDF
interacting with Ge?
Increasing Te concentration
lead to a smaller electronic
band gap and more in-gap state
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